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Ground horizontal loop electromagnetic and ground magneto 
meter surveys were run on 193 claims in the Sioux Lookout Area to delineata

*

airborne E.M. anomalies. This work was done by Sulpetro geophysical staff. 

PROH-KiY, DESCRJLFi'lCN and LOCATICt}

The Sioux Lookout Area properties fall into three airborne 

E.M. blocks. Block A consists of six (6) claim groups totalling forty- 

nine (49) claims. These claims are located vest of the town of Hudson in 

Vermilion Additional Township, Mcilraith Township, Lomond Township and 

the Whipper Lake area. Block B claims consist of six (6) claim groups 
totalling sixty-eight (68) claims. These claims are located in Echo 

Township, McAree Township and the Kabik Lake-Pickerel Township area south- 

west of the town of Sioux Lookout. Block C claims consist of three (3) 

groups totalling seventy-six (76) claims. All these claims are in the 

Parnes Lake Area which is approximately 10 miles south of Sioux Lookout.

The sunrnary of properties on the following page gives a 
complete list of property names, claim numbers and township or area.

*

Also, the location map in the pocket of this report shows the location of 
the geophysical grids relative to the towns of Sioux Lookout and Hudson.

Block A claim groups are accessible by Highway 116 from 
Highway 72 to Hudson, then west of Hudson by logging roads. Block B 
claim groups are located astride Highway 72, a distance of 20 miles south- 

west of Sioux Lookout. All claim groups are accessible by road except for 
the Currier Lake property which is on the south side of Pickerel Arm of 
Minnitaki Lake and the Pickerel Bay claims which lie in Pickerel Arm of 

Minnitaki Lake. These two claim groups are accessible by snowmobile in 
winter and boat in the summer. Block C claims are only accessible by 
either snownobile in winter or boat in summer, a distance of 12 miles 

across Abram Lake and Minnitaki Lake to the Southeast Bay-Twin Bay area.
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GF PREVIOUS W3RK

The earliest reference to the geology of the Sioux Lookout 
area is contained in a report by R. Bell, in "Report on the Country between 
lake Superior and Lake Winnipeg*, Geol. Surv. Can, Sun. Rept. 1872, p.101,102. 
The nunber of exploration conpanies who have worked in the area are far 
too nunerous to outline in this report. For details of the previous work 
conducted in the Sioux Lookout area see O.G.S. data series maps P. 2327, 
P.2328, P.2329, P.2330, P.2331, P.2332, P.2333 and P.2334. All data present 
on these maps are contained in the assessment files in the Resident Geo 
logist's office in Sioux Lookout.

SIOUX LOOKOUT ARE?y 

Summary of Properties 1981

Block A Claims

Olga Lake - 4 claims - Mcilraith Township M-1852
Claim numbers: 566662 - 566665 incl.

Fire Creek - 10 claims - Mcilraith Township M-1852
Lomond Township M-1852 

Claim numbers: 566762 - 566771 incl.

Bass Island - 6 claims - Lomond Township M-2251
Claim numbers: 566666 - 566671 incl.

Tab Lake - 11 claims - Whipper Lake Area M-2574
Claim numbers: 566862 - 566872 incl.

Mud Lake - 16 claims - Vermilion Additional Township M-2273
Claim numbers: 566722 - 566733 incl. 

589078 - 589081 incl.
Botham Bay - 2 claims - Vermilion Additional Township M-2273

Claim nunfcers: 565759 - 565760 incl.

Block B Claims

Hooch Lake - 4 claims - Echo Township M-2236
Claim numbers: 565755 - 565758 incl.

Tem Chief Lake - 20 claims - McAree Township M-2254
Claim numbers: 566842 - 566861 incl.

Maskinonge Lake - 16 claims - Pickerel Township M-2258
Claim numbers: 566808, 566810 - 566824 incl.

Currier Lake - 6 claims - Pickerel Township M-2258
Claim numbers: 566876 - 566881 incl.

Minnitaki Peninsula - 2 claims - Pickerel Township -
Kabik Lake Area M-2258 

Claim numbers: 566752 - 566753 incl.
Pickerel Bay - 20 claims - Pickerel Township M-2258

Claim numbers: 566680 - 566699 incl.



Block C Claims

Southeast Bay - 38 claims - Parnes Lake Area M-2150
Claim nunfcera* 566672 - 566679 ind. 

566772 - 566801 ind. 
Twinpine Bay - 20 claims - Parnes Lake Area M-2150

Claim numbersi 566825 - 566841 ind. 
566873 - 566875 ind. 

Twin Bay - 18 claims - Parnes Lake Area M-2150
Claim numbersi 566734 - 566751 ind.

DCMS BY SULPETRO MINERALS LIMITED

1979 - Reconnaissance geological mapping
1980 - A.E.M. survey - Blocks A, B, C.

1981 - Ground geophysical surveys H.L.E.M. and Magnetometer 
(this report)

GENERAL GEOLOGY

Block A is underlain mainly by mafic metavplcanics which 
occur as massive and pillowed flows, the mafic metavolcanics along the 
north side of the block have been metamorphosed to amphiboles which 

occur north of the C.N. railway. The south boundary of the airborne area 
is underlain by metasediment^ of the Vermilion Lake group, consisting 
of greywackes, slates and minor conglomerates.

Block B is underlain by a sequence of mafic to felsic
metavolcanics intruded by granodiorite stocks and quartz feldspar porphyry 

sills. The felsic volcanics are mainly tuffaceous in nature with some 

areas of agglomerate and tuff breccia. The area is isoclinally folded with 
a series of anticline-syncline axes trending through Minnitaki Lake in a 
northeasterly direction.

Block C is underlain in the north by metasediments. The 
metasediments lie on a sequence of interlayered flows ar/3 volcanoclastic 
sediments which host the banded iron formations known as the Minnitaki 

Iron Range. These rocks are in contact with a primarily mafic metavol- 
canic sequence to the south.
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SURVEY 

Magnetometer Survey

Logistical details keyed td each of tha fifteen (15) grids 
follow. These include instrumentation, base station value and location, 
line and station spacing, personnel and survey dates.

Olga LaTce
Instrumentation: 

Base Station Location:

Base Station Value: 
Line Spacing: 
Station Spacing: 
Personnel: 
Survey Dates:

Cr6ek

Instrumentation:

Base Station Location: 

Base Station Value: 

Line Spacing: 

Station Spacing: 

Personnel: 

Survey Dates:

Bass Island '

Instrumentation:

Base Station location: 

Base Station Value: 

Line Spacing: 

Station Spacing: 

Personnel: 

Survey Dates:

Barringer Of 122 Magnet rta
Scintrex MBS-2 Base Station
Southeast Bay Camp 
(91*49'30"Wj 49*58*20*10

63700 gammas
100m
25m

D. Windsor

January 31 - February l, 1981

Barringer GM 122 Magnetometer 
Scintrex MBS-2 Base Station
41 Lakeshore Dr., Sioux lookout, Ontario
60500 gammas
100m
25m
P.Churcher, T. Hamilton
January 28 - 29, 1981

Barringer CM 122 Magnetometer 
Scintrex MBS-2 Base Station
41 Lakeshore Dr., Sioux Lookout, Ontario 
60500 ganmas

25m
J. Newall
February 14 - 15, 1981



Tab Lake
Instrumentation: Barringer GM 122 Magnetometer

Scintrex MBS-2 Base Station
Base Station Location: 41 Lakeshore Dr., Sioux Lookout, Cntario
Base Station Value: 60500 games
Line Spacing: 100m
Station Spacing: 25m
Personnel: P.Churcher, I .Macdonald, A.Drost
Survey Dates: February 16, 1981

Mud Lake
Instrumentation: Barringer GM 122 Magnetometer

Scintrex MBS-2 Base Station
Base Station Location: 41 Lakeshore Dr., Sioux Lookout, Ontario

Base Station Value: 60500 garaias
Line Spacing: 100m
Station Spacing: 25m

Personnel: P.Churcher, A.Drost, T.Harailton
Survey Dates: February 15, 1981

Botham Bay
Instrumentation: Barringer GM 122 Magnetoneter
Base Station Location: LO, O.B.L.

Base Station Value: 60277 gammas

Line Spacing: 100m

Station Spaciixj: 25m

Personnel: D.Windsor, P.Churcher

Survey Dates: February 3 fi 18, 1981

HOOCh Lake
Instrumentation: Barringer GM 122 Magnetoneter

Scintrex MBS-2 Base Station
Base Station Location: 41 Lakeshore Dr., Sioux Lookout, Ontario
Base Station Value: 60500 ganrnas

Line Spacing: 100m

Station Spacing: 25m
Personnel: P.Churcher, T.Grantis
Survey Dates: February 18, 1981



Chief Xake
Instrumentation:

Base Station Location: 

Base Station Value: 
Line Spacing: 

Station Spacing: 

Personnel: 
Survey Dates:

Haskinonge Xake
Instrumentation:

Base Station Location: 

Base Station Value: 

Line Spacing: 
Station Spacing: 

Personnel: 

Survey Dates:

Currier Lake
Instrumentation :

Barringer CM 122 Magnetometer 
Scintrex MBS-2 Bass Station
41 Lakeshore Dr., Sioux Lookout, Ontario
60500 garanas
lOQm
25m
T.Granti*, T.Handlton, P.Churcher
February 13 - 15, 1981

Barringer GM 122 Magnetometer 
Scintrex MBS-2 Base Station
41 Lakeshore Dr., Sioux Lookout, Ontario
60500 ganinas
lOQrn
25m

J.Newall, T.Handlton, P.Churcher, T.Grant!s

February 16 - 17, 1981

Barringer GM 122 Magnetometer 
Scintrex MBS-2 Base Station

Base Station Location: 41 Lakeshore Dr., Sioux Lookout, Ontario
Base Station Value: 

Line Spacing: 

Station Spacing: 
Personnel: 
Survey Dates:

MinrtitaM Peninsula
Instrumentation:

Base Station Location: 

Base Station Value: 

Line Spacing: 

Station Spacing: 

Personnel: 
Survey Dates:

60500 gammas

lOOra
25ra

J.Newall, p.Hindsor
February 18, 1981

Barringer GM 122 Magnetometer 
Scintrex MBS-2 Base Station

41 Lakeshore Dr., Sioux Lookout, Ontario
60500 gammas
lOCto

25m

P.Churcher, T.Handlton
February 13, 1981

* * * * 9 f m



Pickerel Bay
Instrumentation:

Base Station Location: 

Base Station Value: 

Line Spacing: 

Station Spacing: 
Personnel: 

Survey Dates:

Southeast Bay
Instrumentation:

Base Station Location:

Base Station Value: 

Line Spacing: 

Station Spacing: 

Personnel: 
Survey Dates:

Twinpine Bay
Instrumentation:

Base Station Location:

Base Station Value: 

Line Spacing: 

Station Spacing: 
Personnel: 
Survey Dates:

Twin Bay

Barringer GM 122 Magnetometer 
Scintrex MBS-2 Base Station
41 Lakeshore Dr., Sioux Lookout, Ontario
60500 gamnas

lOCta
25m
T.Graittis, P .Churcher
February 11 - 13 fi 19, 1981

Instrumentation:

Base Station Location:

Base Station Value: 

Line Spacing: 
Station Spacing: 

Personnel: 

Survey Dates:

Barringer GM 122 Magnetometer 
Scintrex MBS-2 Base Station

Southeast Bay Canp 
(91*41*30*14 49*58'20"N)

63700 gammas

loon
25m

T.Grantis, J.Wright
February 5-6, 1981

Barringer GM 122 Magnetometer 
Scintrex MBS-2 Baae Station
Southeast Bay Canp 
(91*49'30"Wj 49*58'20"N)

63700 gammas
100m
25m

J.Wright, T.Grantis
January 30 - February l, 1981

Barringer GM 122 Magnetometer 
Scintrex MBS-2 Base Station
Southeast Bay Canp 
(91*49'30"W; 49C58*20"N)

63700 gammas

100m
25m

J.Wright, T.Grantis

February 1-3, 1981



Diurnal control on all grids except Botharo Bay was provided by a Scintrex 
MBS-2 continuously recording base station. Readings of tho earth's total 
magnetic field were recorded each minute to a resolution of -5 garnnas. 
Output is via a paper strip chart from which additive Constants can be

*

scaled and applied to the raw field data to produce the diurnal
tion. In the case of Botham Bay a standard looping procedure was employed 
with tie backs once an hour to the base station. Any diurnal drift was 
then linearly distributed around the reading loop.. These diumally corrected 
data were then plotted upon grid naps at a scale of 1:5000 for all grids. 
However, before plotting a datum was subtracted to better present the data. 
This varies frcra grid to grid but is generally in the 60000 gamma range. 
Values for each particular grid can be found upon the prints at the rear 
of the report. After plotting the data were contoured with intervals ad 
justed to best present the data. Again, particular intervals can be found 
upon the individual prints.

The parameter read was the amplitude of the total magnetic 
field. This resulting from the fact that the Barringer Qi 122 magnetometers 
are proton precession devices. Details concerning instrument specifications 
can be found in Appendix A.

Horizontal loop Electromagnetic Qi.L.E.M.') Survey

Logistical details keyed to each of the fifteen (15) grids 
follow. These include instrumentation, frequencies, coil separation, line 
and station spacing, personnel, and survey dates.

Olga Lake
Instrumentation: Apex Parametries Max-Min II

Frequencies: 444 fi 1777 Hz
Coil Separation: 100m

Line Spacing: 100m
Station Spacing: 25m

Personnel: P.Churcher, T;Hamilton

Survey Dates: January 31 - February 2, 1981

/a* * * * m/ ̂



Fire Creek
Instrumentation: Apex Parametrics Max-Min II 
Frequencies: 444 6 1777 Hz 
Coil Separation: lOQta

lOCkn
25m
I.Lowe-Wylde, A.Drost
January 26 ft' 28 - 29, 1981

Line Spacing: 
Station Spacing: 
Personnel: 
Survey Dates:

Bass Island
Instrumentation: 
Frequencies: 
Coil Separation: 
Line Spacing: 
Station Spacing: 
Personnel: 
Survey Dates:

Apex Parametrics Max-Min H
444 i 1777 Hz

100m
100m
25m
D.Windsor, J.Newall, I .Macdonald
February 14 - 15, 1981

Tab Lake

Instrumentation: Apex Parametrics Max-Min II 
Frequencies: 444 6 1777 Hz 
Coil Separation: 100m

100m
25m

I.Lowe-Wylde, A.Drost
January 20 - 23, 1981

Line Spacing: 

Station Spacing: 

Personnel: 

Survey Dates:

Mud Lake

Instrumentation: Apex Parametrics Max-Min II 

Frequencies: 444 6 1777 Hz 

Coil Separation: lOOra

100m

25m

I.Lcwe-Wylde/ A.Drost

January 11 - 19 fi, February 19, 1981

Line Spacing: 

Station Spacing: 

Personnel: 

Survey Dates:

..../10



BothamBay
Instrumentations 

Frequencies: 

Coil Separation: 
Line Spacing: 

Station Spacing: 
Personnel: 

Survey Dates:

Apex Parametric* Max-Min H
444 fi 1777 Hz

lOCta

lOQm
25m
D.Windsor, T.Handlton
February 3, 1981

Hooch Le.1 3
Instrumentation: Apex Parametric^ Max-Min H

Frequencies: 

Coil Separation: 
Line Spacing: 
Station Spacing: 

Personnel: 
Survey Dates:

444 fi 1777 Hz
lOCra
100m
25ro

A. Drost, I.Lowe-Wylde
February 5/1981

Chief Lake

Instrumentation: Apex Pararaetrics Max-Min XI 
Frequencies: 444 fi 1777 Hz 
Coil Separation: lOOra

loon
25m

J.Wright, T.Grantis, J.Newall, I.tocdonald
January 26 ** 29, 1981

Line Spacing: 

Station Spacing: 
Personnel: 

Survey Dates:

Lake

Instrumentation: 

Frequencies: 

Coil Separation: 
Line Spacing: 

Station Spacing: 
Personnel: 

Survey Dates:

Apex Parametrics Max-Min II 

444 fi 1777 Hz

100m
lOCra

25m
A.Drost, I.Lowe-Wylde

January 31 - February 4, 1981

.-.../LI
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Carrier lake

Instrumentation: Apex Parametric* Max-Min H 
Frequencies: 444 K 1777 82 
Coil Separation: lOQrn

lOttn
25m

A.Drost, I.Iowe-Wylde, D.Windsor, J.Newall
February 9, U t 19, 1981

Line Spacing: 
Station Spacing: 

Personnel: 

Survey Dates:

Minnitaki Peninsula

Instrumentation: 

Frequencies: 

Coil Separation: 

Line Spacing: 

Station Spacing: 

Personnel: 

Survey Dates:

Apex Paranetrics Max-Min II
444 fi 1777 Rt
loom
lOCku
25m
I.Lowe-Wylde, A.Drost
February 14, 1981

Pickerel Bay
Instrumentation: Apex Paranetrics Max-Min H
Frequencies: 

Ooil Separation: 
Line Spacing: 
Station Spacing: 
Personnel: 

Survey Dates:

Southeast Bay
Instrumentation: 

Frequencies: 
Ooil Separation: 
Line Spacing: 
Station Spacing: 
Personnel: 

Survey Dates:

444 S, 1777 Hat
lOCrt
lOQm
25m

I.Lowe-ffylde, A.Drost
February 11 - 13, 1981

Apex Paranetrics Max-Min H
444 6 1777 Hat
lOQrn
100m
25m

J.Wright, T.Grantis, J.Newall, I.Macdonald
January 21 - 23, 31 fi February 1-3, 1981

•/12
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Twinpine "Bay
Instrumentation: Apex ParamartxiGs Max-Min H 
Frequencies: 444 fi 1777 Bs 
Coil Separation: lOCta

lOCta
25m

J.Uright, T.Grantis, JJfewall, I.Macdonald
January 17 - 19, 1981

line Spacing: 
Station Spacing: 
Personnel: 
Survey Dates:

Twin Bay
Instrumentation: 
Frequencies: 

Coil Separation: 
Line Spacing: 

Station Spacing: 
Personnel: 

Survey Dates:

Apex Paranetrics Max-Min H
444 'S, 1777 Hz
lOCta
lOQna

25m

J.Wrigbt, T.Grantis, J.Newall, X.Macdonald

January 19 - 20 6 February 5-8, 1981

Parameters read were in-phase and out-of-phase percentages of the secondary 

electromagnetic field expressed relative to the primary field. These 
values were then plotted in profile -fora upon grid maps at a scale of 

1:5000 and profile scale of Ion - 20t. Details concerning any plot con 
ventions can be found upon prints of these naps at the rear of the 

report. In addition, particulars regarding equipment specifications 
can be found in Appendix B.

INTERPRETATION

Each grid is reviewed separately in the following. Both 
the magnetic and H.L.E.M. results are analyzed together. An overall 
summary will be set forth under the 'Conclusions' section.

\ 
Olga Lake

Magnetic background appears to be in the 60300 gamma range 

with a total relief over the grid of about 3000 gammas. A regional trend 

rising westerly at a rate of 130 gaimas/km is noted. A linear trend of 

high frequency responses trends northeast to southwest across the grid. 
End points are L16E, 25N to L3E, 300S. Highest values occur on L14E and 
HIE. However the extremely high frequency of the anomalies almost cer 

tainly would indicate higher values could be obtained between stations on 

other lines. Very little overburden is indicated.

-A3.



Two H.L.E.M. conductors ate noted and designated 01 and 
02. Conductor 01 lies directly along the abovementioned magnetic trend 
and shows good correlation along its entire strike length. Lines 7E, 
HE, and 15E show weakened responses with strongest responses in U2E 
and L13E. Tabulated below are several parameters characterizing the 
conductor.

Conductivity-width 
Anomaly Tone locations StriJoe XeHgth Depth "Dip '' " ' "  ^f'''' '

01 L16E, 25N; 120Qtn ~ftn Vertical 40 ntos 
USE, 25S; (Open easterly) 
L14E, 35S? 
*U3E, 65S; 
L12E, 65S; 
L11E, lOOS; 
nOE, llOSj 
L9E, IIOS; 
L8E, 130S; 
L6Ef 200S; 
L5E, 225S 
t* Above data frcro L13E)

02 *L5E, 70S; 300ro.  40m Vertical 9 nfoos 
L3E, 100S (approx.); 
L2E, 110S

(*above data from L5E) 
Conductor 02 shows no magnetic correlation.

Another conductor is hinted to lie south of the grid off the ends of L12E 
to U.6E.

Fire Creek

Magnetic background appears to be in the 60200 gamna range 
with a total relief over the grid in excess of 10000 gamnas. A legional 
trend rising westerly at a rate of roughly 250 garnna/km is noted. At 

least three high frequency linear trends are present. The first, character 

ized by substantial negative anomalism, trends across the northern ends of LIE 
- L8E at the 300 - 350N level. These negatives are undoubtedly reflecting 
remnant magnetization. The second feature runs essentially down the base 

line from LO-16E. The third and most persistent traverses the entire width 

of the grid at the 350 - 500S level. Both the second and third zones show 
what appears to be purely induced magnetization. The generally symmetric 
shape of these responses suggests vertical or very steeply dipping dike- 

like features. The rock unit situated between the first and second linear
t 

trends shows a response consistently 400-500 gammas lower than that which

lies between the second and third trends. The extreme amplitudes and per-
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sistent nature of the anomalies strongly suggest Iron fomations to be 
the causative bodies.

No less than seven (7) H.L.Z.M. anomalies axe noted on 
the grid and are designated ancnalies FI - F7. Tabulated below axe 
several parameters characterizing each.

Anomaly Line Locations Strike Length Depth
FI

P2

L2E, 475N Open to east 
and west

500m

F3

F4

F5

F6

F7

L13E, 185N; 
L12E, 175N; 
L11E, 165N;
*HOE, 165N; 
L9E, 150N

(* Above data from L10E)

L4E, 65N; 400ra
L33, SON; Open to west
*L2E, SON;
LIE, SON

C* Above data from L2E)

L12E, 35N; 300m 
LilE, 35N;

*L10E, 35N

(* Above data from LlOE)
L16E, SOS; 300m
*L15E, 65S; 
L14E, 65S

(* Above data from L15E)
L18E, 200S; 400ra
*L17E, 200S; Open to east 
L16E, 235S; 
L15E, 225S

t* Above data from L17E)
L5E; - .USE, 1000m 
~400S Cpen to east
C* Above data f mn

25m

Dip
Indeter 
minate
Vertical

Conductivity-width

25 mhos 

35 mhos

20ra

50m

Steep ~100 mhos 
northerly

Indeter- 36 mhos 
minate

30m Vertical

25m Vertical

25 mhos

10 mhos

15m Indeter- ~*100 mhos 
minate

west

Conductors Fi, F6 and F7 show good magnetic anomaly correlation. In the 

case of F7 iron formation is very strongly indicated. Conductor Fi shows a 

flanking magnetic correlation with a large magnetic linear felt to be iron 

formation. Conductors Fi, F2 and F7 all show signs of internal lamination. 

This is particularly well developed on F7 near LlOE and LllE. Another con 

ductor is hinted to traverse the northern extremes of L12E - L6E.

..../IS



Bass Island

Magnetic background over the grid ranges about 60100 
gammas with a total relief over the grid of roughly 500 gamma. A faint 
regional trend rising to the southeast could possibly be present. It 
would be on the order of 200 gannas/km. Magnetic relief appears to be 
much subdued due, in part, to the water cover over much of the grid. 
No strong linear features exist. A lithologic contact nay extend from 
U.2E, 1005 westerly to LO, 3005. A region with values approximately 
200 gammas above background lies south of this contact.

Only one moderately good conductor is noted and designated 
BAl. Much out-of -phase role exists which is quite typical of lake bottom 
sediments. This is well demonstrated in the vicinity of LlOE, **?5N. 
Tabulated below are several parameters characterizing the conductor.

Conductivity-width
Anomaly Line Ixacations Strike Length Depth Dip ' - - - - - yt - - - - - -

BAl L7E, 100S; 500m 35ra 30--40* ~15 mhos 
*L6E, 755; Northerly 
L5E, 505; 
L4E, 505; 
L3E, 455
C* Above data from L6E)

This is an extremely shallow dipping conductor with no magnetic correla 
tion. It could well be conductive lake bottom sediments. However the 

conductivity-width product is high enough to be a bedrock conductor. It 
is difficult to say with certainty which is the case.

TabXake

Magnetic background ranges about 59900 gammas with a total 
relief over the grid on the order of 13000 gaimas. No regional trend is 
discernible. Texturally the plot is dominated by one strong linear trend 
extending from L20E, SOON southwesterly to L5E, 1005. Contouring bias 

has rot effectively connected the highs but the connection does exist. 
It seems to split near LllE, 150N into a northern and southern band. The 

southern band may turn northerly at its western extreme. At least the 
magnetics suggest some structural complexity in this area. A high ampli 

tude anomaly' is noted to cut the corner of the grid near L18E, 2005 and 
may extend southwesterly to again touch the corner of the grid near 

L5E, 600S. This response is of quite extreme amplitude and quite possibly 

represents an iron formation.



IVo (2) conductors are noted and designated TA1 and TA2. 
Tabulated below are several parameters, characterizing each.

Conductivity-width 
Ancnaly Line Locations Strike Xength Depth Dip . . . .

TA1 *L17E, 435N; 20Qn 17n Steep . 6 mhos 
L16E, 375N; Southerly
(* Above data from LITE)

TA2 L9E, 135N; 800m 28m Vertical ^80 mhos 
L8E, 115N; 
L7E, 75N (approx.); 
L6E, 35N; 
L5E, 40N; 
*L4E, 15Nj 
L3E, O.B.L.; 
L2E, O.B.L.
(* Above data from L4E)

Both conductors TAl and TA2 show sporadic magnetic correlation with the 
major linear feature noted above. Indeed, the conductors may be strike 
correlative. Orientation errors such as short cables can be noted in 
the in-phase responses near L2E, 300S; L5E, 100S; L6E, 525S and L14E, SOON.

Mud Lake

Magnetic background over the grid ranges about 60800 gannas 
with a total relief in excess of 14000 gammas. A possible regional trend 
rising at a rate of roughly 100 gammas/km to the northwest is noted. 
Texturally the magnetic data reveals at least six (6) well developed linear 
features cutting the grid bearing generally N800E. End points for the six 
anomalies are tabulated below.

11 - L8E, 750N - LO, 550N
12 - L8E, O.B.L. -; L4E, 100S
13 - L22E, O.B.L. ** IA&, 425S

14 - L28E, 125S - L8B, 525S
15 - U.9E, 425S - L5E, 750S ' 
S6 - L28E, 325S - U2E, 650S

Trends il and S6 are the strongest and most persistent as well as f 2. 
others are fairly persistent but do show discontinuity along strike in 
certain locations. A set of negative responses trending f ran LllE, 75S 
to L4E, 575S is marking a powerline cutting the grid.



Anonaly 
MTL

Three (3) conductors traverse the grid and are designated 
MLJ1, MU2 and M03. Tabulated below are several parameters characterizing 
each.

Conductivity-width 
Line Locations Strike Length Depth Dip r*t____-
L7E, 800N (approx.); 800m 10m Steep 50 mhos 
L6E, 710N; Cpen east and Northerly

MJ2

L5E, 675Nj west
*1AE, 665N; 
L3E, 64 ON; 
L2E, 590N; 
LIE, 560N; 
LO, 540N

(* Above data from L4E)

L24E, 140S; 70Cm 
L22E, 165S; 
L21E, 200S;
*L20E, 225Ss 
L19E, 250S; 
L18E, 285S

(* Above data fron L20E)

30m Vertical 25 mhos

MJ3 L28E 
330S

- L12E,
- 800S

(* Above data from L21E)

1700m
Open east and 

west

5m 30* Northerly ~140 mhos

Anomalies MU1 and MU3 are very strong and show excellent correlation with 
magnetic trends SI and 16. These are quite surely iron formations. 

Anomaly MJ2 is much itoie subdued and shows good correlation with magnetic 

trend 14. This possibly is iron formation as well. It should be noted 
that widths as large as 25m are indicated for portions of MU3. Indeed, 

it appears to be topographically expressed by a bay in Vermilion Lake.

Botham Bay

Magnetic background over the grid ranges about 60350 gamnas 
with a total relief over the grid on the order of 800 gamnas. No regional 

trend is noted. Texturally the grid is fairly uniformly covered by low 
amplitude high frequency magnetic response 5 which produce a 'bubble1 appear 

ance. No really obvious linear features exist. An isolated relatively 
strong response occur,s near L7E, 50N. These anomalies are likely arising 
from isolated concentrations of magnetite and/or pyrrhotite.
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Two (2) H .L.E.M. conductors are noted to lie at both the 
northern and southern extremes of the grid. The first seems to be 
approximately located near LO, 250N while the second appears on both 

-L4E and L5E near 150S. Nothing of an analytic nature can be said of the 
anomalies. No letter designations were assigned.

Hooch Lake

Magnetic background over the grid ranges about 60150 gamrvas 
with a total relief on the order of 800 gammas. No regional trend is 

noted. A fairly obvious linear trend crosses the grid from LIE - L7B 

at roughly the 100N level, mie largest response occurs at LIE, 165N. 

However, amplitudes are generally only 100 gammas over background and of 

longer wavelengths. This vould suggest a somewhat deeper origin.

Only one conductor of any merit is found on the grid and 
is designated Hi. Following is a tabulation of several parameters 
characterizing the response.

Conductivity-width
Anomaly Line Location StriJce Length Depth Dip ''''''' jp-'t - - - - - - -

HI LIE, 125N lOQn ~5m Indeter- 5 mhos
Open to west minate

The anomaly is quite broad and shorts what appears to be a dual source 

with two dike-like bodies being involved. One at lOON and the second 
at 150N. The conductor shows good correlation with the abovementioned 
linear magnetic trend, at least on the one line upon which it occurs. 

A faint, very poorly conductive response might be conjectured to track 
easterly along this magnetic trend. Fairly pronounced out-of-phase 

roll occurs over much of the grid indicating conductive overburden to be 
present.

Tom Chief Lake

Magnetic background in the area appears to fall around 60400 
gammas with a total relief over the grid in excess of 5000 gamnas. However 
the bulk of this is accountable to an isolated response at L9E, 650S. 

Generally relief does not exceed 1500 gamnas. A possible regional trend 

rising westerly at a rate of 150 ganrnas/km is suggested. The grid is 
interesting texturally in that a fairly broad linear trend runs from 

LO, 150S easterly to L23B, 300S bending more southerly at its eastern 

extrenes. Amplitude is around 500-1000 gaimas and of a half-width from 
100-150m. This likely represents a distinct rock unit, perhaps a dike.



Southerly to this trend is an area of short strike length, high fre 
quency anomalies giving a 'bubble* appearance to the map. Background 
in this area is 60600 gammas. Northerly to the trend is an area of 
nore subdued relief giving a much 'smoother* appearance to the mqp.
Background here is on the order of 60250 gammas. Around* L24E this 
sequence of units appears to have been tight laterally faulted with 
the major linear trend and southern 'bubble1 unit being moved to the 
south off the grid. Thus the area from L24B easterly is occupied by 
the nore subdued northerly unit.

Two (2) conductors are noted and designated TOl and TO2. 
Tabulated below are parameters characterizing each.

StriJce Xength 
500m

Depth 
10m

Dip
60* South

Conductivity-width

9 mhos

40m Vertical 3 mhos

Anomaly lane locations
TOl L11E, 675S;

*L10E, 675S;
L9E, 650S;
L8E, 635S;
L7E, 600S

(* Above data from L10E)

TO2 L24E, 250S; 700m
L23E, 235S;
*L22Ef 150S;
L21E, 125S;
L20E, lOOS;
U.9E, 75S;
L18E, 65S

(* Above data from L22E)

Conductor TOl is quite poor along most of its length. The response on 
L10E shows a dual source. Magnetic correlation exists with a quite high 
amplitude anomaly on L9E. TO2 is a fairly poor conductor and ray well ' 
be related to a shear zone rather than sulfides and/or graphite. In 
addition, much out-of-phase roll is noted on the grids northern and east 
ern extremes. This seems to coincide with the subdued magnetic unit 
noted earlier.

Mjiskinonge Late

Magnetic background ranges about 59850 gammas with a total 

relief over the grid on the order of 3000 gammas. This is confined to a 

relatively small area with the bulk of the grid showing a relief of 200- 

300 gammas. A contact appears to run from L20E, 625S to L12E, 625S.
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Southerly of this is an area of extremely high frequency anomalies showing 
amplitudes in excess of 2000 gaimas. Northerly is an area of quite low 

amplitude broad responses generally less than 200 gannas in anplitude. NO 
persistent linear features exist anywhere on the grid. A possible regional 
trend rising to the northeast at a rate Of 35 gamms/km i* suggested.

Three (3) conductors are noted and designated Ml, M2, and 
M3. Tabulated below are several parameters characterizing each.

Anomaly Line locations Strike Length Depth Dip

Ml L30E-L15E, 1600m 20m Steep 50 mhos 
O - 50S Open to east Southerly 
{* Above data from L28E)

, 35m SteeP 
400 - 450S Qpen to west Southerly
(* Above data from LllE)

MA3 L21E - L7E, 1500m
525 - 550S Open to east 38ra Vertical "~150 mhos 
(* Above data from L18E?3 "^

All three conductors would be considered formational. StriJce extents 

indicated are fairly arbitrary in that very poor responses continue 
beyond the above defined limits. Conductor Ml shows fairly good mag 

netic correlation along portions of its length. Particularly from 

L30E - L22E. However the response is of quite low anplitude and of 

broad wavelength. It would appear the magnetics are tracking a particular 

rock unit as opposed to the conductor. Conductor M3 appears to lie along 

the contact inferred by the magnetics discussed earlier. Another conductor- 

is suggested to begin beyond the southern extremes of L29E and L28E.

Currier Lake

Magnetic background falls around 60230 gamras with a total 
relief over the grid of 1000 ganmas. However the bulX of this arises from 

a small area at the grid's extreme northwest corner. The remainder of the 

grid shows a quite modest relief of only about 250 gannas. A fairly well 
developed regional trend rising to the northwest at a rate of 300 gaimas/km 
is noted. No linear features of note are present. Except for an area of 
elevated relief at the northern ends of L3E and L4E the magnetics are un 
usually subdued.
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Three (3) H.L.E.M. conductors are noted and designated 
CI, C2, and C3. Tabulated below are several parameters characterizing 
each*

Anomaly 
d

C2

Line locations
*L4E, 430N; 
L3E, 425N

(* Above data from L4B)

Strike Length Depth ' Dip
150m 5m Steep 

Open to east fi Southerly 
wast

L8E, SON; 150m
*L7E, SON Open to east
(* Above data from L7E)

30m Steep 
Southerly

Conductivity-width

12 mhos

^1 mhos

25ro 600 South 9 mhosC3 L7E, 120S; 500m 
*L6E, 95S; 
L5E, 115S; 
L4E, 165S; 
L3E, 175S

(* Above data from L6E)

Conductor Ci correlates quite well with the high amplitude nagnetic re 

sponses noted earlier. This suggests iron formation may be involved. 
The very poor conductivity-width of conductor C2 could mean a shear 
zone origin. Conductor C3 is definitely bedrock in origin but shows 
no magnetic association.

Minnitaki Peninsula

Magnetic relief over the grid falls in the 60400 garnna 
range with a total relief exceeding 1500 gammas. A regional trend 
rising from south to north at a rate of 800 gaamas/km is noted. Tex- 

turally the grid can be divided into two regions. The demarcation 

being a line running southwest from L5E, 25GN to LO, O. B.L. Northerly 
of this line is a region of relatively extreme magnetic relief, typically 

1000 ganroas, short strike length responses of high frequency. Southerly 

lies a region of low magnetic relief on the order of 200 gaimas and only 

the slightest ananalism. Iron formation is surmised to be the causative 
body for the northerly responses.

Only one conductor designated Mil is noted and following 
is tabulation of characteristic parameters.



Anomaly Xine locations Strike length Ttepth Dip

2V.....

Conductivity-width

Mn *L4E, 20N; 500m 4fta Vertical 128 mhos 
L3E, O.B.L.; Open to west 
Z2E SOS; 
LIE, SOS; 
10, 75S
(* Above data frcro L4E)

This conductor appears quite good but this, in reality, is not the case. 
Observation of the 1777 Hz data shows that phase rotation has occurred 
in the overburden. This is particularly apparent in the L3E response. 
The result is that the conductivity-widths are slanted to the high side 
and the depth estimates tend to be too deep. The conductor is definitely 
of bedrock origin but probably only a marginal conductor, perhaps a shear 
zone. A faint magnetic correlation may exist.

Pickerel Bay

Magnetic background in the vicinity of the grid falls in the 
60150 gamma range with a total relief over the grid on the order of 3000 
gammas. No regional trend is observable in the data. The majority of the 
grid shows quite low magnetic relief on the order of 300 gammas. This is 
best demonstrated by the area north of the baseline. At least two (2) 
linear features can be noted. The first is somewhat discontinuous along 
strike and extends from L28E, 300S west southwest to L16E, 25N. The second 
stronger trend extends from L17E, 150S to I3E, SOS being parallel to the 
other trend. Amplitudes in this case are quite large exceeding 2000 gammas 
with several large negative responses. Southerely of this second trend is 
an area of elevated background and at least two pseudo-linear features. 
This is liJcely reflecting a lithologic change. This area of larger read 
ings is tentatively extended to connect to higher values noted on the 
southern extremes of L27E - L2SE.

A total of nine (9) H. L. E. M. conductors are found on the 
grid. These are designated Pi - P9 and following is a tabulation listing 
several parameters characterizing each.



Anomaly ' Line "Locations 

PI L10E, SOON

P2

P3

P4

P5

P6

P7

PS

P9

StriJceXenqth 
lOCta

*L6E, 380N; 20Cta 
L5E, 380N

(* Above data frcro L6E)

L5E, 235N;
*L4E, 260N?
L3E, 240N

(* Above data frcm L4E)

300m 
Open to vest

L8E, 150N; 200m 
*L7E, 150N

t* Above data frcro L7E)

400ra 
Cpen to vest

L4E, 90N;
*L3E, 60N; 
L2E, 95N; 
LIE, 100N(approx.)

(* Above data frcm L3E)

*L2lEr 25N; SOCro 
L20E, 4 ON; 
L19E, 25N

(* Above data fran L21E)

L11E - LIE, 
SOS - 325S

llOOra 
Cpen to west

C* Above data frcm L2E)

L14E, 435S; . 60Cn 
L13E, 420S; 
*L12E, 420S; 
L11E, 475S; 
L10E, 460S; 
L9E, 465S

t* Above data fran L12E)

600m
Open east fi 

west

L14E, 765S; 
L13E, 750S; 
L12E, 705S; 
*L11E, 670S; 
L10E, 660S; 
L9E, 640S(approx.)

(* Above data frcm LllE)

Conductivity-width 
Depth Dip *~-t

20m steep I 
Southerly

12m Vertical

ICka Vertical

2 mhos

l mho

40m Vertical

30m Vertical

13 mhos

5 mhos

ISro 600 North 4 mhos

15m Vertical

28m Vertical

35 mhos

43 mhos

25ra Steep 75 mhos
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Only conductor P6 shows any convincing ntgnetie correlation. This being 
en the order of only 50 gammas. Conductor P2 nay have direct magnetic 
correlation or a closely associated northerly flanking response. Responses 
P7, P8 and P9 would have to be considered fbrmational in nature. Conductive
overburden appears to increase on the it} extremes of the grid.
Indeed, conductor P9 hints at phase rotation on the 1777 Hz data.

Southeast Bay

Magnetic background over the grid falls in the 60000 ganna 

range with a total relief in excess of 14000 gammas. No large scale, 

that is, grid wide regional, is noted. Texturally the area is quite interest 
ing. Crossing the grid's northern boundary are quite high values associated 

with a large iron formation of possible economic potential. This protrudes 

into the grid proper in an area centred at L32E, 200N. South of this is a 
relatively featureless magnetic 'plain1 showing only a local regional falling 

off the aforementioned iron formation. The magnetic relief is particularly 

subdued in the grid's extreme southeast corner. Water cover has undoubtedly 

added to this effect. Somewhat localized, short strike, high frequency 
responses are noted in the area of L3E, 350S to L14E, 500S (southern block). 

One linear feature is of note striking northwest frcra L8B, 500S terminating at. 
L3E, 350S. Amplitudes involved fall in the 500 garnna range. This may well 
represent a dike-like feature, perhaps of mafic lithology. Other anomalous 

readings in the area likely represent localized concentrations of magnetic 
and/or pyrrhotite.

Only two (2) conductors are identified and designated Si and 

S2. Following is a tabulation of parameters characterizing each.

Conductivity-width Depth Dip . ... v.^,.t .......Ananaly Line locations ' Strike X6rtgth-

51 L20E, 4 DOS - 1200m 
L9E, SOS

C* Above data from L16E)

52 L33E, 960S; 400m
. *L32E, 880S;

L31E, 815S;
L30E, 730S

t* Above data from L32E1

28m Vertical

Indeter 
minate

14 mhos

Indeterminate
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Neither conductor shows any magnetic correlation witfc both striking 
roughly east-west. Conductor S2 is very deep relative to the coil 
separation and thus the inability to delineate several of the character 
istic parameters. Depending upon the geologic strike these nay repi
crosscutting features and may be shears. The extreme magnetic anomalies 
in the vicinity of L32E, 200N produced several positive in-phase magnet- 
ostatic ancnalies in this area.

Twinpine Bay

Magnetic background in the area of the grid ranges about 
59500 gamnas with a total relief of approximately 3000 gannas being shown. 
No regional trend is evident. Generally responses are of quite long 
wavelength with only a few isolated high frequency amplitude ancnalies. 
A south flanking iron formation elevates readings on the southern ends 
of L10E - LO. No really obvious persistent linear features exist. The 
magnetics as a whole essentially renects nore deeply seated longer wave 
length anomalism..

Three (3) H.L.E.M. conductors are identified and assigned 
designations of TPl, TP2 and TP3. Tabulated below are several parameters 
characterizing each.

Conductivity-width Depth Dip ............ *....

18m
Anomaly Line Locations Strike Length
TPl L26E, 300N; 800m

*L25E, 315N;
L24E, 345N;
L23E, 375N;
L22E, 385N;
L21E, 385N;
L20E, 395N;
L19E, 385N

C* Above data from L25E)

TP2 L8E, 105S; 400m
*L7E, 100S;
L6E, 120S;
L5E, 100S

t* Above data from L7E)

TP3 L5E, 4SOS; 500m
*L4E, 485S; 
L3E, 485S; 
L2E, 470S; 
LIE, 470S

(* Above data from L4E)

Steep south 80 mhos

43m Vertical 18 mhos

25ra Vertical 26 rihos



None of the three conductors show any obvious magnetic correlation. 

However TP3 does have a closely flanking Magnetic response in excess 

of 2000 gammas over background. In addition, TP3 appears to become 
nore conductive with depth.

*

Twin "Bay

Magnetic background in the area ranges about 59250 garanas 
with a total relief over the grid exceeding 12000 games. No regional 
trend can be identified. Texturally the grid is extremely robust mag 
netically. The predominant feature being- a band of very high readings 
running from L26E, 275S southwesterly to L2E, 700S. The continuity of 
this zone is not uniform indicating a poddy nature to the causative body 
which is in fact iron formation. Immediately to the east this particular 
iron formation is patented for possible future mining. At several points 
along its length extreme negative anoroalism suggests remnant magnetiza 
tion to predominate. Southerly to this is an area of relatively subdued 
values averaging about 60400 garanas. Northerly.is an area of lower back 
ground being in the 59250 gamma neighborhood dotted with many high frequency 
responses. This indicates different lithologies to be flanking the iron 
formation. No persistent linear features are noted in this northern area.

Three (3) H.L.E.M. conductors are identified and designated 
1W1, TM2, and TW3. Tabulated below are several parameters characterizing 
each.

Anomaly 

TW1

Xine Xocations Strike Length 

80Qm

1W2

TW3

U.1E, 175N; 
L10E, 155N; 
L9E, 130N;
*L8E, 135N; 
L7E, 100N; 
L6E, 110N; 
L5E, 60N; 
L4E, 40N

{* Above data from L8E)

L19E, 90S - 1400m 
L6E, 560S

(* Above data from L12E)

L21E, 470S; 30Qn
*L20E, 465S;
L19E, 475S

C* Above data from L20E)

Depth Dip 
10m Steep north

Conductivity-width
t * * * * V f J^ *AL * * * * * * *' tr- t -

35 mhos

35m Vertical

8m Indeter 
minate

mhos

l mhos
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Conductors TW2 and TW3 show no magnetic correlation. However, TOOL does 
show excellent correlation on the USE section. A magnetic response on 
the order of 800 gammas above background is indicated. Conductor TO2 
is quite forrnational in nature and MM difficult to assign a conductivity 
width product to. Conductor TW3 is very marginal and likely represents 
an overburden effect. As would be expected the substantial magnetic 
ancnalisn associated with the iron formation produced classic magnetostatic 
responses. In addition, conductive lake sediments added considerable 
out-of-phase roll to the 1777 Hz data.

RECCMMENDKTICNS AND CONCUUSICNS

In an attempt to codify the bulk of information discussed, 
a rating system has been assigned to the aforementioned anomalies. That 
is, a priority being either A, B or C. Determining factors are magnitude 
of the coixhxrtivity-width product, magnetic correlation not felt to be 
iron formation originated, relatively short strike length and lack of a 
cultural origin. All of the above would be considered favourable. 
Tabulated below are the priority ratings for the anomalies, an 'A* being 
best.

Priority A;

priority B;

F5 

F3

TP3 

TWl

02

F4

F2

FI

BA1

TAl

m.
T01

- goodr-t, flanking mag

- goodr-t

— good f-t

— good r t, mag. corr.

possible overburden
lowr-t
low rt

- formational 

MA2 - formational

M\3 ~ formational
C3 -

Mil -
PI -

P4 -

PS -

P6 - low rt

51 - formational
52 - 

TPl - 

TP2 -
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Priority C: Ol - possible I.P.
FI - possible X jr. 
F6 - possible xjp. 
P7 - possible I.F. 
MH - possible Z jr. 
MU2 - possible X .F. 
MU3 - possible 1^. 
T02 - low*- 1, no magnetic carr. 
CI - possible I .p. 
C2 - very low r-t 
P2 - lcwc-t 
P3 - very low r- 1 
P7 - f onratianal
3W3 - very low*-t, possible overburden 
1W2 - foonational, possible shaat

Drill testing of all priority 'A1 anomalies is recnrnended provided no 
oondenning geologic and/or geochemical data is setfbrth. Further geo 
physical vork is recomnended on priority 'B* targets. This should in 
clude ijnduced polarization (I.P.) surveys to determine if chargeable 
material exists, thus eliminating any possible overburden sources. 
Additional H.L.E.M. coverage between lines could possibly locate more 
favourable portions of the conductors. In addition, geochemical soil 
sampling is strongly suggested as a screening tool. Priority 'C1 
anotalies should probably receive no further geophysical work but geologic 
and geochemical surveys should be contemplated.

N.W. Rayner 
Geologist

a.
J.L. Wright 
Geophysicist
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"(ii) Magnetometer Instrument Data

^

General Dcscx-iptSon, Principle of Operation
* . * w

*

If a proton rich, fluid such as Kerosene, jet fuel, 
heptane, etc. is placed into a magnetic field l.hc protons 
will align along the magnetic field vector. The magnetic 
field is induced in the sonuor upon *lopx*csainy l.hc push— 
"button. Then this field is suddenly removed. Pro t on q 
which behave as elementary gyroscopes will s l: or t pro 
cessing ai'ound the remaining magnetic field that of the 
earth. The precession frequency is directly proportional 
to the magnetic field of the earth. The magnetometer 
counts this |fx*otnjency, divides-'it by the appropriate 
constant to obtain a reading in gammas and dl&pl.iys the 
reading in 'the form*of a S d igit number.



SPECIFICATIONS

Range: 

Accuracy:

Sensitivity:
Gradient Tolerance:

Power:

Power Consumption:

Polarizing Power:

Number of Readings 
with l'Battery Set:

Frequency ofT * V* ~ * * t" '*

' Readings: 

Controls:

Output:

Indicators:

MODEL CM-122

20.000 to 33,333 In 12 ranges
4 l Y throygfc operating temperature 
range *

600
12-"D" cells ;-

•c 50 Joules (Wsec) per' reading

'0.8 A e 13.5 V for 1.5 sec*. (3 second 
cycle) ,

0.8 A e 13.5 V for 3 sec. (6 second 
cycle)

2,000 - 10,000 depending on type * 
of batteries

l every 3 seconds 
l every 6 seconds

Pushbutton switch
Range Selection switch - Slide'switch
for 3 and 6 sec. located on P/C Doord

5 digit Incandescent.f(lament . 
readout

LEO point
Lock Indicator -last three digits
of the display blanked off when
phaselock not achieved
Segment Function Indicator -all
segments light up to permit visual
Inspection of the display function :

Mechanical:

Instrument: Dimensions - 7" X 3.5" X 11"
,- (18 cm X 3 CM X 28 cm)

Weight

Sensor:

Weight* 

A/nbient Conditions:

- 8 Jbs (3..6 kg). Including .batteries: ' ' ' .

Omnidirectional noise cancelling . 
toroidal sensing head * -' *

Dimensions - ^1 7/8" (12 cm) diameter
- *t 3/8" (11 cm) height

- 3 Jbs (I.* kg)

Operating Temperature Range - 

-Z,00F lo 13 1 V (-40*0 to 55*C
#

Relative Humidity - O to l 00 t

tn vi rom:-cn t a l ; and sensor case raaJe of 
high Impact plastic



TOTAL FIELD MAGNETIC BASE STATION
. ' 

MODEL MBS-2

SPECIFICATIONS:

Resolution
* 

Total Field Accuracy
Operating Range

Gradient Tolerance 

Sensor

Sampling Rate

Clock Accuracy and 
Stability

Visual Outputs

External Outputs

Time Marker-

l gamma
± l gamma over full operating range

*

2O,OOO to 10O,OOO gammas in 25 
overlapping switch selectable steps
Up to 5OOO gammas/metre

*

Omnidirectional, shielded, noise- 
cancelling, dual coil
Internal control: switch tsoloctablc cvory 
2, 4, 1O, 3Q seconds or 1,2,1O minutes
External controls manual command or by 
external clock at any rate longer than 2 
seconds. For external trigger*, a 
positiv9 transition from O to +4V or 
greater initiates one reading
jf 1O ppm over full temperature range

5 digit light emitting diode numerical 
display lasting O.I seconds in automatic 
recycle mode and 1.7 seconds in manual 
mode .
Internal strip chart recorder with 65 mm 
chart width and.lOO or 600 mm/hr chart 
speed. Irikless recording. Switch sclectabl 
at 1O, 1OO or 1OOO gammas full scale
5 digit, 1-2-4-8 BCD BTL, TTL compatible 
(2 loads) with O.S msec, 5V pulse for 
synchronization of MBS-2 and external 
recorder.

t

Analogue recorder output of IV at l mA 
max. Switch selectable for 1O, 1OO or 
1OOO gammas full scale.

A 1.5 second pulse every 1O.minutes gener 
ates a time mark on .the internal or on 
external analogue recorders.
For an external analogue recorder, a switcl 
to ground is provided (NPN transistor, 
40V max., 250 mA max). No side pen is 
required for continuously writing
recorders ali the pen returns to s&cro ati * 
every event; mark.
Intervals, oie less than 10 minutes ore 
optional.



Sensor Cable" n ?:^S^ 

'Power Requirement

Battery Test

Operating Temperature 
Range

Dimensions

Weights

Chipping Weight 
Optional Accessories

The internal batteries of the MP-2, 
(8 NDn cello) aro used to power all 
functions of the MBS-2. This power 
source lasts approximately 80 hours, 
at 25SC and a once per minute sampling 
interval.

*

An external 10 to 32V DC supply may 
alternatively be used.

Current drain is approximately O.9A during 
polarize time and 33 mA during standby, 
depending upon supply voltage.

Digital readout .of normalized, internal 
battery voltage activated by touching 
switch. .

* *

Console: O to 5OOC 
Sensor: -35 to

Console: 14O mm x 31O mm x 39O mm 
Sensor: 80 mm diameter *r ISO mm length 
Tripod: 130 mm extended length
Console: 7.7 Xg
Sensor with cable: 5.5 leg
Tripod: 1.5 leg.
Approximately 18 Xg

Sensor monopod, harness, sensor bacXpucX 
and 2 m sensor ooblo allow field portable 
survey use of MP-2 magnetometer. See MP-2 
specification sheet.
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The Maxroin XI is a two-man continuously portable EM 

system. It is designed to measure both the vertical and horizontal 

in-phase (IP) and quadrature (QP) components of the anomalous field
m

from electrically conductive zones.

The plane of 'the transmitter (Tx) is Tccpt parallel to the.
. moon jjLope between the transmitter and receiver (Rx) at all times. 
The Maxmin II is a horizontal loop (HL) system when the receiver 
measures anomalous components perpendicular to the mean slope between 
the coils. It is a minimum coupled (Min C) system when the receiver

*

measures anomalous components parallel-to the mean slope between

the coils.. *

APEX MAXMIN II EM SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS

OPERATING FREQUENCIES! 

MODES OF OPERATION:

COIL SEPARATIONS: 
(modes a and b)

PARAMETERS MEASURED;

222, 444, 888, 1777 and 3555Hz.

a) Transmitter coil plane and receiver 
coil plane horizontal (Max-coupled/ 
Horizontal loop mode). Used with 
reference cable..

b) Transmitter coil plane horizontal and 
receiver coil plane vertical (Min- 
coupled mode). Used with reference 
cable*

*

c) Transmitter coil plane vertical and 
receiver xxxll plane horizontal, tiltec 
for null in the receiver output. 
(Vertical loop mode). Used without 
reference cable,*in parallel lines.

25', 50, 100, ISO, 200 and 250mm (MM II) 
or 100, 200, 300, 400, 60O and 8OO ft. 
(MM II F)* Coil separations in mode c) 
not restricted to fixed values.
a) In-Phase and Quadrature components 

of the secondary field in modes a) 
and b) . - .

*

b) Tilt-angle of the total field in 
inoJc c) .



READOUTS t

SCALE RANGES: '

READING REPEATABILITYS

TRANSMITTER DIPOLE MOMENT:

RECEIVER BATTERIES:

TRANSMITTED BATTERIES:

REFERENCE CABLE:

INDICATOR LIGHTS:

.

OPERATING TEMPERATURE r'
.

WEIGHT OP RECEIVER UNIT: 

WEIGHT OP TRANSMITTER UNIT:

VOICE LINK:

a) Automatic, 'direct readout on 90mm 
edgewise meters in modes a) and b) 
nulling or compensation necessary.

b) Tilt-angle and null on 90mm 
edgewise meters i:t mode c) .

Xn-phases ; ± 20JC normal, jh 1009C by switcl 
Quadratures -l- 2O9C normal^ -l- 1009& by swit 
Tilt* i 75* slope ' ~" 
Nulls Null sensitivity adjustable by 

separation switch.

to Hh Ji normally, depending on 
condition*, frequency and coil separation 
used.
150 Atm2 0'222Hz, 150 Atm2 @ 444Hz, 9Q At 
A nnau-* ^n ai-m^ A ivvi u* .^n^ ^n A*.** A888Hz, 40 Atm 
3555 Hz.

1Y77 Hz and 3O Q

9V transistor radio type, 4 batteries 
Lifes approx. 35 hrs. continuous duty 
(alkaline;* .5Ah), loss in cold weather.

a) 12V7.5Ah Gel-Cell rocliarrjcuble 
batteries (2 x 6V in series)

b) 18V21Ah alkaline lantern batteries 
(3 x 6V in series) . Transmitter 
current drain O.5A to 2.2A depending 
on operating frequency.

Light weight, bpccial teflon cable for 
minimum friction. Unshielded. All 
reference cables option at extra. cost. 
Please specify.

Built-in Intercom system for voice 
communication between receiver and trans 
mitter operators.

Built-in signal and reference warning 
lights to indicate erroneous readings.
-400C to -l- 600C (-400F to 4- 14P0F)

6*g (13 Ibs.)

Typically 65 Xg (143 Ibs.), depending on 
quantities of reference cable and battcri 
included. Shipped -in two shipping/ficl'd
cases

Built-in intercom system for voice 
coitanunication between receiver and trans 
mitter operators.
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Ontario

, Ministry of Natural Resources *
". . . i. . ; ' ."j. ,f, -^ l ., '

GEOPHYSICAL - GEOLOGICAL -' GEOCHEMICAL 
TECHNICAL DATA STATEMENT .

Kle.

TWINPDffi BAY : -
*- • '•••- , 

. -. .'-:,. .*,*i., t

TO BE ATTACHED AS AN APPENDIX TO TECHNICAL REPORT ..
FACTS SHOWN HERE iJEED NOT BE REPEATED IN REPORT ' ' 

TECHNICAL REPORT MUST CONTAIN INTERPRETATION. CONCLUSIONS ETC.

Type of Survey(t) - Geophysical -' H;I,.E.M.' an3 'Magnetig - ' 
Township'or AW - ' ParTas lake Area : ^. ^W- :'. -. 

Claim Holder(i) ' Sulpetro Minerals Lindted " ' - -
Suite 301^2161 Yonge Street,

M4S

M1NING CLAIMS TRAVERSED
List numerically /'- , -

Author of Report J.L.Wright and N.W.Rayner ."
Address ^f Author as above [
Covering Dates of S^vgy Janviciry' 3" - 7\priJ 30. 1981

. . .-. . . •-••.'.. . .. - (Cnecultinito office) - ' • •••~ . .-^ ' . ' . : - -vi \t i. — .JTi_ *
Total Miles of Line Cut 31.4. lineman

SPECIAL PROVISIONS 
CREDITS REQUESTED

40 days (includes 
cutting) for first .''.-'

ENTER 20 days for each, .j 
additional survey'usmg'*-i'.-" '

- -' DAYS 
Geophysical - - ^ *""
—Electromagnetic——40—

\*~ ' -- - tn' '—Magnftnmflgr - ZU
' V * . -' *. *. -

— Rarfiomrlrir "sV —————

1 '-Ot^^r '•'••;V| ' -'' :

Ccnlngiral " ' ——

Geochemical.

V.

-.: ....; PA- J . 566825
": ""'"""'^iSiy"""""",'""""{M^kai'^

' . . .., ^ PAr^ -'..".j,'. - 566826.
:- -..-'566827 -

.: . : -; 566829

PA .; 56iS830 . ;

PA : : : ;:V ^566831'"

'^.VV-V-.i-'." ^66]^;,

•fA^^r^.^'i^^-

: PA^^-';, - *'. r56^8j(5/^

AIRBORNE CREDITS (Special proyuion otdiU do not apply lo airborne .urvcyi)
f. . - . * '. ' - i. - t ' . *. ** - - ^ ' ' ' * , -^' l*' *-

M^gnf tomf tgr '' F.lrrtrnmagngtic —L—.Radiometric -l__l—
•' i : ",- ' '. : " ' .J', '.'"i (enter days per claim) :;- " " .^'Z'\* ^"v J.': " -*; ''-'-'••/' - " ' * -". " V''-' -•'v"s* ' "' - • ~''--'- -' v '-"' V* -"; 1- - -" •"•• : - •"'"•'

nATR. - V : - ' -' ' 'sinNATITRRt ' ^ ' ' ' : '"'"'"-
Author of Report of Agent

~ - . ' ' w ",^..-,'..:..; - .. ? .' - ' "'-'* : --'- x "''.^:.'--''\'" '

Res. Geol. Qualifications. ., ••• - -' -,. . .-' - . ':?-': 1 ":- ••-. 566841
* * ' * - '

Previous Surveys ''/y...-.;' :^..\'-.'!-'• i '.!-.;.: -. ' :'x'-/-': -.! \- .'•-'•'•: 'l. ";V - 
File No. Type . i'.' Date; ^./.; •'.'•' ' Oaim Holder ,'

*t* 9 ' ' f *** * * i**' ."•i ". " - ' '" * - ^ -Vi '^V-rf --^- '-; '' V'i. -PA- ,^-i-: v.'.- . 566874
,: ** p . - * i*", *-'. B. * . * , * - f * ' - * *

TOTAL CLAIMS
* ^ . **. *\rt -i".'. -V ^ic- - -20- .



\ GEOPHYSICAL TECHNICAL DATA 

GROUND SURVEYS- If more than one survey, specify data for each type of survey

1170umber of Stations ———— 
Station;——~i 25m both surveys

Profile scale.

Contour interval

H.L.E.M. - Ion - 20i

H.L.E.M. - 1083 
Magnetic - 3.170

. Xine *p*eing IQftn both surveys
.Number of Readings

Magnetic -
H.L.E.M. - Magnetic - 500 gantnas

o

l
C

""Instrument ____Barringer Ql 122 Magnetometer/Scintrax MBS-2 Base Station

Accuracy — Scale constant. 

Diurnal correction method .

-~ l ganroa

Continuously Recording Base Station

Base Station check-in interval (hours). 
Base T- ijuon location and value ——-—

Reading each minute

Ba
Value - 63700 aannaa

ld

Instrument Apex Parametrics Max-Min II

Coil configuration 
Coil separation — 

Accuracy ————— 

Method:
Frequency-

Parameters

Instrument —— 

Scale constant.
Corrections made.

Horizontal Loop
lOCrn
- Q.5%

Fixed transmitter O Shoot back OD In line 
444 Hz and 1777 Hz

Q Parallel line

(tpcdfy V.L.F. ttalion)

Percentacfes of in-phase and out-of -phase conponents of t-iv*
electromagnetic field

Base station value and location .

Elevation accuracy.

Instrument _____^——— 
Method Q Time Domain 
Parameters — On time'...^ 

- Off time ———

D Frequency Domain 
_ Frequency _____ 
_ Range————————

— Delay time ^-—J
— Integration time .

Power.
Electrode array— 
Electrode spacing. 
Type of electrode .



© Ministry of Technical Assess 
Resources Work Credits 

Ontario

men! File 

January 19, 1982 2.4048

Final Letter
Recorded Holder 

Sulpetro Minerals Ltd.
Township or Area 

Parnns Lake Area

L. ' ut 
Alt i- . . ,il d -i 1,1 -! . clnim

Geophysical
Electromagnetic . , m daya

20 
Magnetometer day*

Radiometric daya

Induced polarization , daya

Section 86 (18) day*

Geological ri*y*

Geochemical day*

Man days D Airborne D

Special pfov'- ' n If) Ground E9

l J Credits have been luJuced Because of partial 
coverage of claims.

Q Credits have been reduced because of corrections 
to work dates and figures of applicant.

MWMIH ClenVM AttMMO

f

Pa. 566825 to 41 incl. 
Pa. 566873 to 75 incl.

Special credits under section 86 (15a) for the following mining claims

No credits have been allowed for the following mining claimi

O not tufficitntly eovtrto by tht turwy D Insufficient technical data Hl*d

The Mining Recorder may reduce the above credits K necessary In order that the total number of approved assessment days recorded on 
each claim does not exceed the maximum allowed as follows: Geophysical W; Geological  40; Geochemical 40; Senior* 88H8)-60:



Ontario

Ministry of
Natural
Resources

Supervisor, Projects Unit 
Mining Lands Section 
Ministry of Natural Resources 
Room 1617, Whitney Block 
Queen's Park, Toronto 
M7A1VY3

JulyDate of recording of work:

Recorded.^.SULPETRO MINERALS LTD.

Notification elf recording

of assessment work credits
YOUR FILE NO. 2.4042-Claims Pa. 566842

2.4043- 565755
2.4044- 566752 

nr^CIWCn 2 .4045- 566672 
RECEIVED 2 .4046- 565759

2.4047- 566734
566825 
566722 
566876 
566808 

2.4052 566862
2.4053- 566666
2.4054- 566762

566662 et al

OCT l -1981

MINING LANDS SECTION

2.4056- 566680

Address:Ste. 301, 2161 Yonge St., Toronto, Ont. M4S 3A6

Vermilion Add'l.M-2273; Lomond Twp. M-2251; Whipper Lk. M-227* 
Mcilraith Twp.M-1852; Parnes Lk.M-2150; Kabik M-Z23B, Echo 
McAree Twp. M-2254 M-2236

Type of survey and number of 
Assessment days credit per claim

Geophysical 

Electromagnetic.

Magnetometer-^ 

Radiometric ——

40 day*

20 -days

days

Induced polarization.

Section 86 (18)—

Geological ————

-days

-days

-days

Geochemical. -days

Man days O 

Special provision Q

lirborne D 

Ground ^D

Mining claims

SEE ATTACHED 
SCHEDULES

Notice to recorded holder:

C3 Survey reports and maps in duplicate must b* sub* 
milled to the Projects Unit, Toronto within 60 days 
Irom the date of recording of this work.

O Reports and maps are being forwarded to the Projects 
Unit with this letter.

Mining recorder

e,c. Sulpetro Minerals Ltd.-Tor, 

#81-79; #81-80



CLAIM

566746 
S6747 
jG/'JU

566749
566750
566751
566752
566753

566762
566763
566764
566765
566766
566767
566768
566769
566770
566771

DAYS CLAIM t

566774
566775
566776
566777
566778
566779
566780
566781
566782
566783
566784
566785
566786
566787

40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40

40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40

40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40

566788
566789
566790
566791
566792
566793
566794
566795
566796
566797
566798
566799
566800
566801"

566808

56681O
566813.
566812
566813
56681|4
566815
566816
566817
566818
566819
566820
566821
566822
566823
566824
566825"'
56682J6X
566827 S
566828 '

PATRICIA MINING OIV.

JUL-6WI
A.M. ff.M.

40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40

40

40
40
4040'

40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40



•w-: ^^^if^ r. , ., ' '- .-.' 1 '-

CLAIM DAYS
Cl-A . —— .

566830^ 
566831' - 
566832^ 
566833' - 
566834^ 
566835^ 
566836-0 
566837V, 
566838^ 
566839' 
566840' 
566841' 
566842' 

566843 
566844 
566845
^66846

, '"17
6013 J8 
566849
566850
566851
566852
566853
566854
566855
566856
566857
566858
566859
566860
566861
566862 
566863
566864

.

40
40 
40 
40 
40 
40 
40 
40 
40 
40 
40 
40 
40 
40 
40 
40 
40
40
40
40
40 
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40 ,
40
40

566865
566866 
566867 
566868 
566869 
566870 
566871 
566872 ' 

- 566873^ 
566874^ 
56687^'
566876 
566877 
566878 
566879 
566880 
566881

589078
5890 7S
589080 
589081

PATRICIA MINING DIV.
J3) s Ik fi H ^ s yj

JUL-81881
A.M P.M.
7.0,9,10(11,121 1|2|?|4|*|6

40
40 
40 
40 
4O 
40 
40 

. 40 
40 

' 40 
40 
40 
40 
40 
40 
40 
40

40
40
40 
40

:



Ministry o! 
Natural
Resources 

Ontario

Your lil*: 

January 19, 1982 Our Hi*: 2.4048

'•Ibert Hanson
fining Recorder DlT 

Ministry of Natural Resources "It 
P.O. Box 669 
Sioux Lookout, Ontario 
POV 2TO

Dear Sir:

Re: Geophysical (Electromagnetic and Magnetometer) Survey 
on Mining Claims Pa.566825 et al in Parnes Lake Area.

The Geophysical (Electromagnetic and Magnetometer) Survey 
assessment work credits as shown on the attached statement 
have been approved as of the above date.

Please inform the recorded holder of these mining claims 
and so indicate on your records.

very truly,

\ Anderson ^
rector f *"TnMO \ l03t

Land Management Branch •'^ i ** ~ ,~,-e
j-i.OG\ST

Whitney Block, Room 6450
Queen's Park
Toronto, Ontario
M7A 1W3
Phone: 416/965-1380

A. Barr/bk 

Encl.

cc: Sulpetro Minerals Ltd. 
Toronto, Ontario

cc: Resident Geologist
Sioux Lookout, Ontario
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INSTRUMENTATION : Barringer GM-122,Magnetometer
Scintrex MBS-2, Base Station

BASE STATION LOCATION: Southeast Bay Camp, Minnitaki Lake 
BASE STATION VALUE: 63700* 
DATUM SUBTRACTED^58000^ 
LINE SPACING: 100m. 
STATION INTERVAL: 25m.
CONTOUR INTERVAL-5009 
* FORCED READING 
PERSONNEL : J.L.Wright; T.Grantis 
SURVEY DATES: Jan.30-Feb.l. 1981

E G L" NO

— Claim post, unlocate'.

post

if ST. JOSEPH EXPLORATIONS LIMITED

TWIN PINE BAY CLAIMS/ N.W. ONTARIO
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INSTRUMENTATION: Apex Par a metrics Max-Minfl 
FREQUENCY: 444Hz. 
COIL SEPARATION : 
STATION INTERVAL- 
LINE SPACING:
PROFILE SCALE:
l p .—.—. —. —.
O. R X-X--X--X--X
PERSONNEL-' J.L. Wright, T. Grontis,

J.R. Newall, l. Macdonald 
SURVEY DATE: Jan. 17-19, 1981.

100m. 
25m. 

100 m. 
l cm.* 20 07o o
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w p

LEGEND

Lake

Swamp

Claim post, located

Claim post, unlocated

Witness post

/;
•SzAl
ST. JOSEPH EXPLORATIONS LIMITED

TUHON ' '.) C ANADA

TWIN PINE BAY CLAIMS/ N.W. ONTARIO

H.LE.M. SURVEY 444 Hz.
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INSTRUMENTATION : Apex Parametrics 
FREQUENCY. I7T7 Hz.

Max -MinE

COIL SEPARATION : 
STATION INTERVAL'. 
LINE SPACING:
PROFILE SCALE'- 
I p —. _ . _._ .
O.P x—x—x--x 
PERSONNEL: J.L. Wright, T 

J.R, Newall, l 
SURVEY DATE: Jan. 17-19,

100m. 
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TWIN PINE BAY CLAIMS/ N.W. ONTARIO

H.L.E.M. SURVEY-1777 Hz.
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